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"A wonderful guide for getting infants off to the proper start, and supporting them benefit from
the gift of health forever." - Sally Fallon Morell, President, Weston A. Cost Foundation"A clear,
practical, and nontrendy guide for parents on how best to best feed very young children, backed
by good sense, ancestral wisdom, and sound science." - Kaayla T.M.Daniel, Ph.D., C.C. Price
Foundation, and writer of THE COMPLETE Soy , Vice President, Weston A.N.- Nancy Appleton,
Ph.Side of America's Beloved Health Food"Super Diet for Babies is a thing that every expectant
and new mom and dad should go through. " - Natasha Campbell-McBride, This book is a rare
treasure! D., author of Gut and Psychology Syndrome"A grand reference book which you can use
for several years of a child's lifestyle." Story: The Dark  Based on an application used at one of
the largest holistic methods in the united states, this book provides information on all areas of
diet and feeding, including introducing meat in a child’, best-selling author of Healthy Bones and
Lick the Glucose HabitThere is a better way to feed your baby. Super Nutrition for Infants gives
parents the latest science-verified nutritional tips for feeding the youngster.D.and brain
advancement.s diet, healthier alternatives to dairy and soy, starting solid foods, establishing a
regular eating schedule, coping with picky taking in, and the very best foods for every age and
stage which means that your baby gets the very best nutrition to minimize illness and optimize
sleep, digestion, behavior, 
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Choosy Mothers choose this! Our baby is usually turning 1 this week and she actually is the
healthiest baby I understand! I am so pleased with this publication, which says alot because Ican
be fairly picky with regards to nourishment and my family's health. I am a mother of three
including a two month older, and also proud person in the WAPF, and I try to feed my children
along those guidelines as much as possible. Nourishing Traditions is sort of like my kitchen bible,
and I've even shelled out valuable money to observe Sally at a regional conference. I consider
myself passionate about traditional nutrition, dedicated to my family's wellness, and I enjoy talk
about and promote these tips. That said, I have not really been able to share NT with way too
many people because my close friends who don't possess it already will dsicover it less than user-
friendly. I especially have been wanting something intended for feeding babies or pregnancy,
because that's not only an essential time, it is also a time when parents are naturally more
centered on nourishment.This book fits the bill as a book I am eager to tell others, yet I also
learned a whole lot myself.! However, WHEN I got my baby I wasn't in a position to nurse her
due to complications. It is laid out in an readable format, the majority of the information is
divided into digestible bites with aspect pubs and snippets interspersed for interesting reading.
However they take the time to explain that feeding foods like organ meats or fish eggs once a
week can spend off big style in your child's health insurance and advancement. Also the authors
take care to realize some of their ideas could be completely foreign to many people: raw milk,
smooth cooked eggs, organ meats. Not the typical rice flakes and strained peas that involves
some people's minds if they think of feeding baby. But the authors back again it up with
apparent evidence to the nutritional density of the foods, their historical use across cultures to
make sure optimal health of infants, and the many, many reasons in order to avoid the nutrient
deficient baby fare that's commonly fed our most precious resource, our children. Perform they
expect you to feed your loved ones raw liver, gentle boiled eggs, and butter direct from the farm
100 percent of the time? Yes this is a tiny bit more work, compared to processed shop bought
baby meals. But isn't your baby worth it? I love that the authors, unlike Sally Fallon sometimes,
seem to recognize that parents aren't likely to follow the perfect diet all of the time, but just to
make an effort to do the most effective you can with the information you have.Unfortunately,
some individuals will probably be to close minded to accept these suggestions. No! I browse it
cider to cover in a few sittings over two days. Getting a source of high quality raw dairy is really
worth the time and money because it is indeed nutritionally dense and, from my point of view,
the easiest "super fruit" to include daily.Also, the dietary plan heavy on high quality animal foods
is a departure from the usual Dark brown rice, broccoli, and tofu Shenanigans pushed by a large
amount of people in the "healthy" diet circles. Love this book! Babies don't even generate
enzymes to digest plant carbohydrates until well to their second year. I came across the food
intro timeline and the Probiotic recommendations very useful. furthermore many plant life
contain anti nutrients that interfere with supplement and mineral absorbtion, that is dangerous
for your growing kid.This book is split into chapters for every stage of eating through baby and
toddler years, with helpful facts about just what your baby really needs at each stage, along with
what is inappropriate, or best to wait on. Foods are split into categories: crap, okay, pure, and
power. must have for avoiding processed baby meals options We purchased this publication
when our baby was on the subject of 3 months previous. Also included are dishes that are simple
enough, look very tasty, a lot of which I have never tried. Gleam chapter for the nursing mom's
nutrition, and an excellent chapter on homemade method, and a summary of resources I find
very useful in the trunk. It's overall more than just east this not that, because there are tons of
useful tips and facts through the entire book linked to nutrition and overall health. this



information is vital to your son or daughter's health in the brief and long term.This book is
crucial read for me. Keep an open brain, and you will appreciate it immensely. And one day, your
child will thank you!! Great book I am very particular about what We eat and naturally I needed
the same for my baby.This book offers so much that Nourishing Traditions just doesn't. The one
thing I issue in the book up to now is the unpasteurized milk--I realize why it is motivated but I
also be concerned that it is too risky to give a baby so I chose pasteurized milk cultures with
Kefir. My baby is usually 8 months and thriving. My only complaint is the recipes aren't 'make
forward', meaning it's like the writer wrote this for the stay at home mom. I specifically like the
suggestions on feeding them egg yolk and bone broth. Nutrition is definitely important to us and
so we were looking for some sort of helpful information to help us as we navigated this baby
meals journey. I felt awful needing to give her method filled with preservatives and who knows
what else. All of those other reserve talks about the very best foods to give your child at each
stage along with reasoning for every food--I plan to continue steadily to use this book to greatly
help with introducing food as she ages. I have already recommended this reserve to a friend and
will purchase for any other friends who have children. LEADING EDGE Nutrition! The suggestion
to carry off on grains was also helpful, I found that giving her oatmeal up arranged her stomach
however the rice puffs had been OK. Your baby deserves the greatest! Never had a fever or
hearing infection or any additional illness. Plant foods are dietary light weights with regards to
what your baby needs; Poor. I did not follow everything in the book exactly, no filtered drinking
water baths and I by no means gave my child cod liver oil. This book is very cutting edge and it
works! General, I am very satisfied with the outcomes and she in fact did just like the beef liver.
The authors know sometimes we can fall short, but hopefully we aim for mostly natural and
power foods, with some alright and very little crap.she gives dishes for several different formulas
and I've been making the whole milk formula for approximately a week now--my baby is thriving
and Personally i think better knowing what switches into her food. By no means did we take it as
gospel, but we found it a VERY VALUABLE tool once we figured out that which was essential and
the order in which we introduced foods. We'd trouble finding a few of the ingredients that are
recommended, but did the very best we could. The cover is normally all bright and content,
showcasing fruits and purees however the book pushes nothing but meat, dairy, and eggs!
Personally i think that this publication is a big reason that he has been such an excellent eater
this season. I am hoping it continues! Some very nice advice in here. Good sense advice. Babies
need fat and a lot of iron for human brain (and physical) development, not just vegetables.. Until
I found this book that's. The only thing I’m not so keen on is the advice on dairy. This book rocks
! and the more research I've done, the more I realize everything I need is in this publication!
Since my baby has a milk allergy, this is not something I must be worried about though. Great
info! Great help with Pediatrician feedback a few of the views in this book are extreme, however
the crux of it is useful and relevant. All products were reviewed with our Pediatrician, so we were
guided by her feedback and used a combination of this book as well as a couple of additional to
build up our child's dietary basis. Five Stars INCREDIBLE book on nutrition for babies! Definitely a
good source for parents. That a few of the same foods, good or bad, pertains to what adults
should eat Great information on infant diet plan. Appreciated reading the reasons behind the
perseverance of good or poor food for babies. Five Stars I order this book for each woman We
know who is pregnant! Five Stars Like love love this book. I gave the book 4 stars because I
discover the layout a bit disorganized. He's healthy, active, happy and eats most foods we show
him. It is easy to read, yet still packed with helpful information. Love this cookbook for babies! I
did breast feed for the first season in addition to offering her organic baby meals. I couldn’t



actually make it past the 1st chapter. Without this book, we would have just introduced rice
cereal because the pediatricians all recommend, but rather we felt that the reserve provided us
with info to ask the proper queries of our pediatrician so that we made sure to get our baby the
nourishment he needed. I suppose a more appropriate cover of a couple of animal carcasses
wouldn’t possess baited suckers like myself to get this book! Terrible!!!!! Basically, just feed your
baby as much dead flesh as possible So. Can't get enough of this book. It offers so much
beneficial info around the advantages of the right food at the proper age to help your baby
thrive and stay their healthiest! Most dishes are actually easy to come up with. But the authors
make it clear why such top quality animal products will be the basis for your baby's diet:
nutritionally, pet foods run circles around plant foods, both with regards to quality macro
nutrition and micro nutrients like zinc, iron and calcium. Personally I’m of the opinion that cows
milk is for baby cows, but yes natural milk is no doubt healthier than store-bought stuff.. I'd like
to see how she'd make ahead, store and reheat for day care (first-time mom here, obviously)!
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